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exhaust pipe heat Shields for FL 
Models
Fits stock exhaust pipes on 4-speed FL mod-
els from 70-84 with single or dual exhaust. 
Includes shield and clamps.
280033 Front pipe heat shield (repl. OEM 

65561-70)
280037 Rear pipe heat shield (repl. OEM 

65563-70)
280038 Lower 8" long rear heat shield, also 

great for universal applications (repl. 
OEM 65565-70A)

280033

heat Shields by paughco 
Classic styled universal heat shields available in 
5 1/2" or 9” lengths. Sold each.
632272 9" long heat shield with clamp
632273 5 1/2" long heat shield with clamp

Chrome heat Shields for FX and 
FXe Models from 73-83
These chrome heat shields will fit FX and FXE 
models from 73-83 and most drag or muffler 
systems.
280094  Sold in sets

Chrome Flexible exhaust Covers
Originally used on the early Panheads and 
Knuckleheads, these 12"-long exhaust covers 
give your bike a ‘vintage’ look. Fits most 1 3/4" 
two-piece pipes.
15981 Sold each

Chrome Flame universal heat 
Shields
Turn a normal exhaust system into something 
unusual with chrome-plated steel heat shields 
cut into the shape of flames. Includes clamps. 
Sold each.
78400 For 2" pipes, 11 3/4"-long
78401 For 1 3/4" pipes, 8"-long

‘Bridge The Gap’ heat Shield for 
Touring Models by Küryakyn
Take the “blues” away with this perfectly 
designed heat shield. Quickly and easily 
installed, this piece integrates seamlessly and 
bridges the ugly gap left between the stock 
heat shields. Take a good look at your bike 
and you won’t know how you were able to live 
without this part.
600456 Fits all Touring models with stock front 

head pipes and heat shields from 93-07

“Drilled” Stainless Steel  heat 
Shields
We think the drilled look is bad-ass, and here 
are some Heat Shields that keep that attitude 
alive & kickin’! Made from Brushed Stainless 
Steel, drilled with lightening holes with mount-
ing clamps installed. Fit 2” & 2 1/4” dia. pipes. 
Available in either a Short version that mea-
sures 10 1/4” long, or the Long version that 
measures 15 3/4” long. Sold each. 
632605 “Drilled” Stainless Steel Heat Shield, 

long. 15-3/4”
632606 “Drilled” Stainless Steel Heat Shield.  

Short. 10-1/4”

Khrome Werks heat Shields for 
ARii and ARiii exhaust Systems 
on Softail Models
These full-coverage heat shields are construct-
ed from chrome-plated, stamped steel. They 
extend from the exhaust port to the muffler on 
AR II and AR III ultra high-performance exhaust 
systems on Softail models. They fit the tapered 
and the slash-cut styles.

For Softail Models 84-06
31064 Chrome 180° full coverage front and 

rear heat shield set, Sold in sets

universal Skull heat Shields 
Can’t get enough of skulls? Neither can we! 
These beauties are for your exhaust and come 
in 12” or 9” lengths and include clamps. They 
complement many of our other skull design 
products like air cleaners, gas caps and points 
covers. 
688252 Skull heat shield 12” chrome
688253 Skull heat shield 9” chrome

688252


